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INTRODUCTION
This case study report focuses on climate change and the array of environmental hazards
it creates and intersects with in Imperial County.
Climate change causes both fast and slow disaster: Climate change is linked to increasing
incidence of extreme weather (hurricanes, catastrophic flooding, and dams breaking, for
example) and also to slow, less dramatic but still very threatening changes -- in water
availability, agricultural productivity, disease incidence, and so on. This is why we refer to
climate change as a “combo disaster.”
The case study highlights ways climate change is hitting poor and politically marginalized
communities hardest. This is reflected by the racial disparities among the population
which consist of Disparities of crime and justice, democracy, economic opportunity,
education, health access, healthy built environments, and housing between different races
(“Indicators” 2017). It also describes how climate change produces many intersecting
injustices, which together produce environmental injustice. Intergenerational injustice is a
particularly important result of climate change. Intergenerational injustice occurs when
decisions and actions by people in one generation (people today, for example) lower the
life chances and well-being of people in the future.
The case study outlines the stakeholders of Imperial County. Stakeholders are those who
have an interest or concern in a particular topic. In this case stakeholders are members of
the community or companies or government agencies involved in Imperial County and its
environmental threats.

One of the main consequences of climate change in Imperial County is the high asthma
rate. Asthma is a condition where a person's airways become inflamed, narrow and swell,
and produce extra mucus, which makes it difficult to breathe.
The report addresses a series of ten questions (Fig. 2) that draw out local details in a
manner that encourages comparison with other places. The research has been done
quickly (within the constraints of a quarter-long undergraduate class) so is limited to and
points to the need for further research and community engagement. The goal is to help
build both a body of research on environmental injustice and a network of researchers
ready to help conceptualize and implement next-generation environmental protections.

ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICE
CASE STUDY FRAMEWORK
1.

What is the setting of this case? What are its assets?

2.

What environmental health threats (from explosions, everyday pollution, climate change, etc )
are there in this setting?

3.

What intersecting factors -- social, cultural, political, technological, ecological -- contribute to
environmental health vulnerability and injustice in this setting?

4.

Who are stakeholders, what are their characteristics, and what are their perceptions of the
problems?

5.

What have different stakeholder groups done (or not done) in response to the problems in this
case?

6.

How have environmental problems in this setting been reported by media, environmental groups,
companies and government agencies?

7.

What local actions would reduce environmental vulnerability and injustice in this setting?

8.

What extra-local actions (at state, national or international levels) would reduce environmental
vulnerability and injustice in this setting and similar settings?

9.

What kinds of data and research would be useful in efforts to characterize and address

environmental threats in this setting and similar settings?
10. What, in your view, is ethically wrong or unjust in this case?

FIGURE 1: This is the analytic framework that guided research for this case study.

FIGURE 2: Imperial County is an inland desert region county located in Southern
California. Imperial County is known for their agricultural production. Based on
predicted rising temperatures from California's Assessment, agricultural production is
likely to be negatively impacted (Hopkins, Francesca et al). (ScreenShot by Lauren
Infantino, November 21, 2020
http://www.icphd.org/media/managed/healthinformationandresources/CHPR025Impe
rial_County2_23_17.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_County,_California#/media/File:Map_of_Califor
nia_highlighting_Imperial_County.svg)

FIGURE 3: In recognition of the tribal lands that were colonized and gentrified in the
name of European exploration, we acknowledge the Cocopah, Kumeyaay, and Quechan
native tribes that inhabited these lands. Native-Land Ca. (Screenshot by Lauren
Infantino. November 21, 2020) https://native-land.ca/

1.COMMUNITY ASSETS
& SETTING
Environmental Decline in an Agricultural Hotspot
Casey Painter, Brandon Tsung
The case is set in Imperial County, a desert like region located in southeastern California.
In terms of natural resources, the rich soil, Colorado river, and sunlight year-round allow
for a strong agricultural industry. There are a number of mineral resources, such as gold,
gypsum, gravel, and many more, which contribute to economic development although due
to the land use and potential negative effects to the environment, extraction is limited
(Minnick 19). The area has a strong opportunity for geothermal, solar, and biofuels,
especially from the Salton Sea, as well as lots of flat land ideal for solar panels (“Renewable
Energy.” n.d.). However as determined by a number of public agencies, there are many
species that are in danger from environmental hazards, such as the desert pupfish, desert
tortoise or the yellow-billed cuckoo, all of which have special habitat protections (Minnick
3). A more specific example is the potential threat from a new road paving plan to air
quality and pollution, as well as wildlife, such as the imperiled flat-tailed horned lizard, an
endangered species (“Lawsuit Filed” 2015). In terms of its residents, Imperial County is
overall an extremely disparate county, being the 2nd most overall in California. They jump
to first place in California when it comes to health access disparity, with 16% of the Black
population without health insurance compared to only 5.5% of the White and Asian
population without health care. The county also as a whole has a very low performance in

housing and economic opportunity compared to the rest of the state (“County Overview”
2017). Politically, Imperial county is strongly democratic and agrees with global warming
claims, reflected by the leadership in the area. According to reports by Yale, 77% of people
in Imperial County believe global warming is happening, with 86% in support of more
renewable energy sources. However the number drops to 65% for people who believe it is
being caused by humans, and media coverage of the topic is low, with only 23% claiming to
hear about it at least once a week (Howe 2015). The 56th district assembly member,
Eduardo Garcia, has been relatively strong in advocating climate change mitigation,
implementing bills such as SB 32 and AB 197, and working on many more bills working for
mitigation of climate change effects (“2019 Legislation” 2019). He received an average
environmental scorecard of 84% from the California League of Conservation Voters
(“Eduardo Garcia” 2020).

Within Imperial county, pockets of environmental injustice occur throughout the region,
and those effects are often exacerbated by climate change. Many organizations, schools,
and government programs recognize this and are hard at work to counteract or mitigate
the damage caused by environmental injustices and climate change. One organization that
has made a huge Impact on this community is Comite Civico del Valle, which prides itself
on “serving the communities of Imperial Valley, [and other California communities]
through collaborative efforts with other established Environmental Justice organizations
[and other groups]”(Comite Civico del Valle N.D.). This organization believes that
“informed people build healthy communities”(Comite Civico del Valle N.D.), and focuses
on assisting the “disadvantaged communities”(Comite Civico del Valle N.D.) with services
to become more informed on topics mainly surrounding environmental justice. Schools
within the Imperial Valley also act as an asset to teaching the youth about the
environment. A stellar example of this is the Brawley Union High School, who had one
teacher “honored by the Environmental Protection Agency and the White House Council
on Environmental Quality with a 2015-2016 Presidential Innovation Award on
Environmental Innovation”(Roller 2016). This teacher, Jose Flores, received this honor in

recognition “for his outstanding environmental education”(Roller 2016), making this
particular school district a great asset to raising awareness on climate change and
environmental justice. Government programs have also been working with the local
community to help people manage the effects of drastic weather changes as well as
lowering local pollution. In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Imperial County
Public Health Department is still “meeting regularly with city representatives and other
partners to discuss what Cool Centers would look like this summer and reviewing all
available options and alternatives”(Imperial County Public Health Department N.D.).
Knowing extreme heat during the summer is not uncommon for the Imperial Valley, this
department is considering placing “hydration stations during extreme heat
events”(Imperial County Public Health Department N.D.) while following CDC
regulations. This program mainly focuses on helping the people who are unable to easily
access air conditioning or clean water during heat events which are worsened by climate
change. A governmental agency that recently has focused on mitigating pollution in the
Imperial Valley is the EPA. Noticing how poor the Imperial Valley air quality was, the EPA
published a bill: “Imperial County 2018 Redesignation Request and Maintenance Plan for
Particulate Matter Less Than 10 Microns in Diameter (PM10) ”(Environmental
Protection Agency 2020), which focuses on “implementation of best available control
measures and a maintenance plan”(Environmental Protection Agency 2020) that
regulates emissions. This bill is to take effect “October 12, 2020”(Environmental
Protection Agency 2020) expectantly benefiting the Imperial Valley’s air quality, which
has been damaged by environmental injustices and intensified by climate change.

FIGURE 4: Imperial County consists of a large desert like region and other smaller
habitats housing a large number of different species. Many of these species, such as this
flat-tailed horned lizard, are endangered and must be protected from environmental
hazards to survive. (Screenshot by Casey Painter. November 21, 2020.
www.biologicaldiversity.org/species/reptiles/flat-tailed_horned_lizard/natural_history.
html)

FIGURE 5: Imperial County primarily relies on its agricultural production as a source of
county revenue. Large portions of acres are designated to produce. Imperial is also
considered an Inland Desert Region. Where plenty of barren mountain ranges and sand
dunes reside. (Screenshot by Lauren Infantino. November 21, 2020) (link)

FIGURE 6: Map from the latimes displays recent presidential voting outcomes by
county. Imperial County voted 61% for the Democratic candidate and 36% voted for the
Republican candidate. Voting demographics are important and telling, since the
democratic side of the political spectrum tends to lean in favor of environmentally
friendly policies, in contrast to republicans. (ScreenShot by Lauren Infantino. November
21, 2020. https://www.latimes.com/projects/2020-presidential-election-live-results/)

FIGURE 7: Non-governmental organizations, ones such as Comite Civico del Valle
(CCV), are local grass root organizations committed to working with their community
and environmental justice groups. Programs monitored by CCV consist of air quality
monitors, health equity and action programs for Latinos, Asthma management, Salton
Sea Education and development and many more. (ScreenShot by Lauren Infantino,
November 21, 2020. https://www.ccvhealth.org/index.php#program)

FIGURE 8: Yales Climate Opinion Fact Sheet of Imperial County, demonstrates majority
of the public believes in global warming, is worried about its effect, and supports policies
that promote environmental justice. Yet, when we look further at the fact sheet, the
majority of the population does not talk about or hear about global warming related
problems. Without media support, there can be a lack of political action and attention to
the necessary changes that need to be made in order to preserve our environment.
(ScreenShot by Lauren Infantino. November 21, 2020) (link)

2.FAST DISASTER &
OTHER
ENVIRONMENTAL
THREATS
In the Heat of Climate Change
Lauren Infantino
Imperial County faces one major environmental threat- rising temperatures due to
climate change. As greenhouse gasses (Carbon Dioxide, ChlorofluoroCarbons, Nitrogen
Oxides, Methane etc.) increase within the earth's atmosphere, heat from the sun is
radiated back onto the earth's surface. Thus, causing trapped heat to influence normal
temperatures. Emissions from agricultural land clearing and other human activities, such
as car emissions, are believed to increase the concentration of greenhouse gasses in the
earth's atmosphere, warming the climate and giving rise to much higher temperatures
(The Causes of Climate Change).
According to California's Fourth Climate Change Assessment, “Daily maximum
temperatures are projected to increase by +5-6ºF for 2006-2039, by +6-10ºF for
2040-2069, and +8-14ºF for 2070-2100 on average for the region (Inland Desert Region),
with ranges depending on future greenhouse gas emissions”(Hopkins, Francesca M,
Valerie Carranza, et al). Specifically in Imperial County, a rise between 3.4-6.4° (Chan,

Jacqueline, et al). Temperature increases can greatly affect agricultural production, which
Imperial County relies on in terms of county revenue and employment. Based on a
Greenhouse Gas Report, rising temperatures could reduce quantity and quality of crops,
cause more plant diseases, result in poor plant development, and could completely
overrun current water demands (Qureshi, Haseeb, and Kevin Bolland). One major county
indicator of rising temperatures is the Salton Sea. The environmental threat is explained in
the Audubon article, “As the fertilizers and salts concentrate, and the Sea dries, a dry
crust, called playa, is exposed, which then is then turned to dust by strong, southern winds
blowing during summer months. This dust contributes to extremely poor air quality in the
region” (Llamas, Ryan). The evaporation of the Salton Sea depends on a multitude of
factors including temperature. Shrinkage of the Salton Sea contributes to the risk of
cardiovascular disease and asthma related hospitalizations. Additionally, California's
Inland Deserts extreme heat will only become more extreme in the future as emission
rates continue. Higher heats can cause an increase in heat related illnesses during the
summers -heat stroke, heat exhaustion etc. Already disadvantaged communities will
suffer even more from medical and energy costs to compensate for the high heat.
Based on CPUC FireMap, elevated and extreme risks of fires are not within the Imperial
County boundaries. Yet, fires are becoming more explosive, volatile and intense as climate
change affects weather patterns (Borunda, Alejandra). Even though there is no predicted
wildfire risk to Imperial County, with more dry spouts caused by excessive heat, there is a
greater risk of an accidental ignition of nearby brush and dried shrubbery. The San Diego
Union Tribune reported on the recent fire in Brawley, Imperial that was accidentally
ignited and sparked into dry brush. The fire quickly exploded into a five alarm fire,
displacing hundreds of residents and burning ten percent of Niland homes. Fires are a
huge risk as many within Imperial, as noted in the column, have no fire insurance because
insurers refuse to finance the aging homes and trailers in the region (Bell, Diane). Fires
exacerbate both poverty and health of Imperial communities. As well, when neighboring
counties are ignited, winds have the capability of pushing smoke into Imperial county,

contributing to the poor air quality.
Coupled with rising heats, droughts and water insecurities are more likely to occur.
Continued dependence on the Colorado River will become essential as rainfall within the
region begins to hit record low numbers, predicted at five inches per year (Hopkins,
Francesca M, Valerie Carranza, et al). Yet, contested battles pertaining to the Colorado
River have been majority political and, “Increasing evapotranspiration is projected to
reduce Colorado River flows by 20-30% at mid-century, and 35-55% at end-century
(Udall and Overpeck, 2017). As a result, less water will be available for human use across
the entire Colorado River Basin” (Hopkins, Francesca et al). Drought will dry soils needed
for agriculture, negatively affecting production. As noted by Imperial Counties Health,
“Climate change is expected to have global impacts on food production and distribution
systems. This can cause food prices to increase, which makes food less affordable and
increases food insecurity, obesity, and malnutrition in economically constrained
households" (Chan, Jacqueline et al).
In terms of extreme flooding vulnerability, Imperial County is mainly susceptible to flash
floods via tropical storms which are predicted to increase in strength and frequency due
to global warming of oceans (Global Warming and Hurricanes). We can cite Hurricane
Rosa as an example. Hurricane Rosa originated within the Atlantic Ocean, west of Cabo
San Lucas, then pushed up into Southern California. The hurricane brought torrential rain
to El Centro, which caused The National Weather Service to issue a flash flood warning.
With increased sea temperatures around the globe, the likelihood of another hurricane
originating off the California coast and moving inland is not out of the realm of
possibilities. Community preparedness is a huge issue when it comes to natural disasters
such as this one. Imperials current infrastructure is not prepared to handle an onslaught of
rain, especially when yearly rainfall rarely exceeds seven inches. This exposes the
community to severe damage and loss when tropical storms make landfall in their region.

In terms of sea level rises, Imperial County is not likely to be directly impacted, in terms of
infrastructure. Yet, considerations about how affected regions, such as San Diego County
and Imperial Beach, would impact Imperial County, should be accounted for.

This map shows the different Climate Impact Regions of California. According to the
California Department of Health Reports projected temperature rise in Imperial
County, dependent on future emission rates. Within the report, temperature changes in
Imperial by year 2099 are estimated to rise all around the county. According to the
Public Health Department, Imperial is predicted to see an increase between 3.4° and
6.4°. (ScreenShot by Lauren Infantino, November 21, 2020.
http://www.icphd.org/media/managed/healthinformationandresources/CHPR025Impe
rial_County2_23_17.pdf)

FIGURE 10: Figure from CALIFORNIA’S FOURTH CLIMATE CHANGE ASSESSMENT
displays the Inland Desert region of California. This region encompasses multiple
counties, Imperial, Riverside, and San Bernardino. (ScreenShot by Lauren Infantino,
November 21, 2020.
https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2019-11/Reg_Report-SUM-CCCA4-201
8-008_InlandDeserts_ADA.pdf)

CPUC Fire Map shows overlaid data of fire risks and fire perimeters of previous years.
Fire risks are broken into two tiers, tier two is elevated risks for fire (light yellow) and
tier 3 is extreme risks of fires (opaque red). The fire perimeters for the years 2000-2015
are displayed under the two fire risk tiers (dark orange, dark red). Based on the CPUC
Fire assessment map, Imperial County is unlikely to see any elevated risk of fires due to
changing weather. (ScreenShot by Lauren Infantino, November 21, 2020.
https://ia.cpuc.ca.gov/firemap/)

3. COMPOUND
VULNERABILITIES
Deteriorating Social Conditions
Anthony Garcia-Hernandez
The community a person lives in plays a significant role in determining the conditions they
are exposed to and what vulnerabilities are heightened by those conditions. Every
community is not the same, people are subjected to different conditions, and even certain
groups in those communities can be exposed to differing stressors. For example, Figure 12
displays how high inequality in Imperial County can truly be and that's just the beginning.
These stressors make people more vulnerable and create even more dangerous
conditions if a severe weather event or disaster were to occur. In Imperial County, one
stressor is smoking; 13% of adults in the county are smokers (County Health Rankings and
Roadmaps, 2020). Smoking has severe impacts on the general health of people and is the
leading preventable cause of death. Some of the respiratory issues it can cause are lung
cancer, pulmonary disease, and even heart disease in severe cases. Smoking also increases
the risk of premature death while worsening health overall. This means people are more
likely to have to miss work in order to seek medical help and medical bills can be costly for
those health issues (Health Effects of Cigarette Smoking, 2020). Another issue in Imperial
County is obesity, 35% of adults are obese and this percentage doesn’t even take into
account children (County Health Ranking and Roadmaps, 2020). While obesity reduces
the overall quality of life it is also linked to many other dangerous diseases. The largest

issue is that obesity has a large probability of leading to type 2 diabetes. That causes other
issues such as heart disease, strokes, high blood pressure, kidney disease, etc. There are
even links that obesity may lead to different forms of cancer. Obesity reduces the lung
capacity of people which makes them more vulnerable to respiratory disorders like
asthma and bad air quality (ASMBS, 2020). One extremely concerning problem in Imperial
County is the doctor to patient ratio. On average in the county, the ratio is 4250 people to
one doctor or physician (County Health Rankings and Roadmaps, 2020). This lack of
doctors means that people are less likely to be able to visit a primary care physician who
often knows the medical history of their patients and can refer them to specialists. This
helps patients avoid having to be in emergency rooms in hospitals or spending a lot of
money from seeing different specialists (Adaptive Medical Partners, n.d). This results in a
lower quality of care which is mixed with other issues. Consultations become more costly
and they become a lot shorter in time which also affects medical care. The workload of
doctors increases and so does their stress which could lead to medical error (Smith, 2019).
So it can be seen that a ratio like the one in Imperial County is dangerous and makes
people even more exposed to health issues.
While all people can be affected by general health issues there are other social issues that
plague certain demographics. These social issues stem from a satirical system of racism
which has maintained discrimination thus making certain groups more vulnerable. In
Imperial County communities of color are uninsured at higher rates than white people.
For example, 16% of Latinos are uninsured and 12.7% of African Americans are uninsured
which is significant compared to the 5.5% not being insured among white people (Race
Counts, n.d). There are significant consequences that the uninsured face. The uninsured
are less likely to receive a diagnosis for a disease until the late stages because they wait
until an emergency or pain becomes intolerable. This means that diseases or conditions
such as cancer may have a bigger effect on the uninsured. They also have worse medical
outcomes while being treated for sudden emergencies or injuries because they don’t
report certain information until it’s too late. The uninsured are more likely to die or suffer

from chronic diseases such as cancer, diabetes, high cholesterol which could have been
controlled by routine testing (National Immigration Law Center, 2017). Being uninsured
leaves people pre-exposed to many more health issues and has concerning effects overall.
Incarceration has serious mental health effects that may be overlooked. In Imperial
County, the incarceration rate for African Americans is 7.7 per 100 people but for white
people, it’s only 2.2 per 100 people. So the rate for African Americans is over three times
what it is for white people (Race Counts, n.d). Incarceration can lead to mental health
issues at significantly higher rates. In prison, 10-25% of inmates develop some serious
mental illness which can be compared to the rate among the general population which is
5%. Suicide rates increase among those that are incarcerated and due to limited budgets
their mental health issues are not addressed. Also, the overall cleanliness of prisons or
jails is worse so it may lead to health problems over time. They are also more likely to
become dependent on drug use and alcohol which can have damaging results. (American
Psychology Association, 2014). African Americans are exposed to all these vulnerabilities
at higher rates since they are incarcerated more. These mental health issues can have a
serious effect on their lives and ability to function if they are even let go eventually.
Another stressor that might be overshadowed is the rate of mortgage application denials.
Among African Americans the rate is 25% and among whites the rate is 11.4% in Imperial
County (Race Counts, n.d). Even though the Fair Housing Act is meant to ban
discrimination in the process of mortgage loans it still is an issue. Across the country and
as it is seen in this county African Americans and Latinos are denied at higher rates than
white people. This denial rate leads to wealth disparity because homes are the major
source of wealth or assets that the average person owns. Financial stability and
homeownership are strongly associated with each other (Debruyn, 2018). This economic
instability that African Americans might face leaves them more vulnerable to being
unprepared to sudden environmental threats.
Imperial County contains many more social problems that the community is exposed to
not just certain demographics like it was focused on above. First of all, voting is essential

to not just democracy but also to make sure people’s issues are answered by elected
representatives. In Imperial County, the “social power” or voting rate was at its highest
only 69.13% which is at a medium level (The California Healthy Places Index, n.d). This
means that among the county people feel like their votes might not actually cause
important change which is evident with the voting percentage. However, voting is
extremely important especially since healthcare and environmental policy are dependent
on the votes from elected officials in Congress. Medicaid Expansion is an extremely
important issue among African Americans but coincidentally they face the most barriers
when voting. So it’s evident why certain groups might feel discouraged when their
Congress members don’t affect change. Political participation is the greatest way to
pressure elected representatives to vote in the way their constituents require (McElwee,
2018). One important public good that might not seem important is park access; living
close to or far away from parks can even affect people’s health. In Imperial County the
further people move away from El Centro, the largest city in the county, the less access
they have to parks. While percentages vary the lowest it goes to is 10%, so in some parts,
only 10% of people live close by to parks (The California Healthy Places Index, n.d). One
evident result from parks is that the amount of air and water pollution reduces greatly. On
average Americans don’t get enough physical activity and parks are a source for physical
activity. People who are in closer proximity to parks are much more likely to engage in
exercise. Parks are also outlets for less stress which improves mental health while also
providing safe areas for people to exercise (CDC, 2013). Although parks might seem like a
simple commodity that everyone has secure access to, the truth is that park access is
unequal. Finally, having access to healthy food or supermarkets is another potential
stressor. Limited supermarket access is an issue in Imperial County, considering that many
areas there are rural. Even in the largest city, El Centro, access to supermarkets is limited.
In some areas in the county access to supermarkets is 0% which means people have to
travel great lengths to even get healthy food (The California Healthy Places Index, n.d).
Food Deserts are areas where there is limited access to a diverse amount of healthy food.
People who are affected are usually those with limited incomes or those that live too far

away from sources that provide healthy food. Even if people have access to local stores
they usually charge higher prices. As a result, people will shop at stores offering less
healthy foods or consume more fast food. These unhealthy diets are composed of high
sugars, fats, and sodium. This can lead to high blood pressure, cardiovascular disease,
obesity, and diabetes to name a few (Marengo, Caporuscio, 2020). Therefore, all these
stressors and social issues cause people to be in more vulnerable conditions and less
prepared if they were to face environmental health threats. Each county has to prepare to
face all these issues and as it can be seen from Figure 14, Imperial County has a long way
to go. Health issues mentioned such as obesity or smoking lead to respiratory issues which
only worsens with air pollution. So it’s simple to see how these vulnerabilities and
environmental threats can create a dangerous cycle that impacts people negatively.

FIGURE 12: In Imperial County the poverty rate is 18.9%. Income and morbidity are
closely associated so those that are living in poverty face more health disparities over
time (Khullar, Chokshi, 2018). (Screenshot by Anthony Garcia-Hernandez, November
20, 2020.
https://www.ppic.org/interactive/california-poverty-by-county-and-legislative-district/
)

FIGURE 13: This figure outlines the degree to which people in each county across the
country perceive extreme heat as a potential danger. Imperial County has some of the
highest risk perception of extreme heat. Most of the time the most vulnerable
populations such as the eldery view extreme heat as a significant heat. So due to this
high perception Imperial County should have good plans on how to be prepared for
rising temperatures. (Screenshot by Anthony Garcia-Hernandez, November 20, 2020
https://www.pnas.org/content/116/14/6743)

FIGURE 14: This figure indicates if local governments in counties have plans in place to

deal with the impending effects of climate change. As it can be seen from the figure
there are a very limited number of areas that actually have plans to address the effects
of climate change. In the majority of the county efforts are unknown which means either
there is a lack of data or Imperial County is severely unprepared. (Screenshot by
Anthony Garcia-Hernandez, November 20, 2020
https://webmaps.arb.ca.gov/capmap/)

FIGURE 15: The California Healthy Places Index displays the amount of tree cover in
the county. As it can be seen from the image there is a low amount of tree canopy across
the county and there is an overwhelming amount of unavailable data. Parks are usually a
source that offer tree canopy which promotes more exercise which improves the health
of people (CDC, 2013). (Screenshot by Anthony Garcia-Hernandez, November 20,
2020.
https://map.healthyplacesindex.org)

FIGURE 16: A 2017 report from the California Department of Public Health outlined
that all people in California are at risk from extreme heat which is rising due to climate
change. According to this data from 2010 only 68% of the population in Imperial County
have air conditioning. However this data is clearly outdated as the population is much
larger so new data has to be gathered to assess the counties vulnerability to extreme
heat. (Screenshot by Anthony Garcia-Hernandez, November 20, 2020
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/OHE/CDPH%20Document%20Library/CHPRs/C
HPR025Imperial_County2-23-17.pdf)

4. STAKEHOLDER
ANALYSIS
Who’s Who?
Munkhdul Baterdene, Michael Choi
With the devastating effects that air pollution is having on numerous low-income
residents, certain advocacy groups and organizations are taking action in order to protect
their citizens and community members. One group, in particular, is the Imperial County
Transportation Commission (ICTC) who is working towards reducing greenhouse gas
emissions in accordance with statewide targets. They have created a Climate Action Plan
(CAP) which states the actions it will take such as reducing its emissions in certain areas as
they state their goals to better their community, “In the short-term, A CAP not only helps
the State meet it’s GHG reduction goals but it also makes the region eligible for State
funding and streamlines the process to approve projects. In the long term, the CAP will
also help achieve multiple community goals such as lowering energy costs, reducing air
pollution, supporting local economic development, and improving public health and
quality of life” ("Imperial County Transportation Commission - Regional Climate Action
Plan" 2020). The Imperial County Transportation Commission was established under
Senate Bill 607 which was approved by the California Legislature and former Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger in 2009. The ICTC Board is composed of numerous members
from the government and representatives of Imperial County which serves to direct and

supervise operations. In addition, “the Commission provides direct management,
administration and oversight for the following local and regional transportation programs:
Imperial Valley Transit (IVT) System and its Inner City Circulator Service (Blue, Green ,
and Gold Lines), MedTrans (Non-Emergency Medical Demand Response Service to San
Diego),
IVT ACCESS (Americans with Disabilities Act - ADA Paratransit Service), IVT RIDE (curb
to curb transit service for seniors; persons age 55 years and over, and persons with
disabilities in the Cities of Brawley, Calexico, El Centro, Imperial and West Shores), Local
Transportation Authority (Measure D Sales Tax Program)” ("Imperial County
Transportation Commission - About ICTC" 2020). These local programs give an insight to
the specific actions taken and different parts of the community that will be affected.
Another stakeholder group includes IVAN (Identifying Violations Affecting
Neighborhoods) which is an environmental monitoring system based around the idea of
connecting the community with real people that can help solve local environmental
problems. IVAN’s philosophy states, “This community-based environmental monitoring
system is built on the idea that residents are the most knowledgeable about their
environment and therefore should have a place at the table with regulation agencies.
Since 2010, the IVAN model has expanded to seven other locations in California, most
notably the Imperial Valley, where it strives to empower disadvantaged communities to
participate in solving environmental concerns” ("IVAN Imperial - About" 2020).
Different levels of government are stakeholders in this case. One is the California state
government. In the state of California, the effects of climate change are tangible. Climate
change has been bringing about hotter and drier conditions, increasing the frequency and
severity of wildfires (Borunda 2020). The California state government is handling this by
setting aside a large amount of the state budget for fire prevention and firefighting.
California has dedicated about $2.5 billion for the CalFire. In the 2018-2019 fiscal year,
Cal Fire used $635 million for fire suppression (Zunich 2020). While the California state

government can allocate money to prevent and put out fires, the cost of doing so is high.
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the state’s ability to fund firefighting measures.
The increase in costs due to certain measures taken during the pandemic may lead to an
estimated deficit of $54 billion (Zunich 2020). While the state of California has a large
amount of funding, it is not unlimited. If actions are not taken to mitigate climate change,
the cost of fire prevention and firefighting will only increase.
Another stakeholder is the Trump administration. President Trump has been consistent
about his position on climate change. He has often said that it is a hoax, and that many of
the issues such as the increase in wildfires is due to poor forest management (Backer,
Friedman, Kaplan 2020). During his visit in California to address the recent wildfires he
said, “I don’t think science knows.” The president campaigned on the platform of
increasing oil and coal production as well as deregulation. He has been rolling back
environmental regulations that were put in place during the Obama administration. He
has garnered support from many mining communities through his support of oil and coal
extraction and deregulation.
In sharp contrast, President Elect Joe Biden recognizes climate change. During his
candidacy he has outlined a clean energy plan that will dedicate $2 trillion into research
and development and attempt to reach net zero emissions by 2050 (Moore 2020). Biden
plans to modernize American’s infrastructure in order to reduce reliance on
nonrenewable energy sources. He also wants to dedicate 40% of his clean energy plan’s
funding towards minority and lower-income communities. If Biden’s clean energy plan
goes through, it would help communities like Imperial County. The main problem that the
Biden administration will most likely run into is a lack of support in the Senate.
The EPA is another stakeholder in this case. The EPA as an organization has the power to
enforce environmental regulations and fund initiatives that would help mitigate climate
change and its effects. The main issue with the EPA is that the actions taken are
dependent on which administration is in office. With the Trump administration, the EPA

was less likely to take action unless required, and Trump’s repeal of regulations reduces
the actions they can take. However, with the new Biden administration the EPA could
take a large role in reducing climate change and its effects.
One of the largest stakeholder groups is the Latinx community of Imperial Valley. Many of
the Latinx community work as farmworkers. In the article, “Worked to death: Latino
Farmworkers have long been denied basic rights. COVID-19 showed how deadly racism
could be,” many farmworkers are paid $5 an hour for their work. Many live day to day and
are unable to concern themselves with the environmental threats of Imperial County.
They are exposed to air pollution by the nature of their work, and are often unable to
relocate due to the high cost of housing in other areas (Aguilera 2019).

5. STAKEHOLDER
ACTIONS
Current Efforts and Needed Reforms
Vincent Carluccio, Christine Shek
There are different stakeholder groups who have focused on the disastrous air quality
that is responsible for the prevalence of asthma among children. Air pollution happens to
be one of the most popular concerns among the residents of lower-class Imperial County
residents and families are unable to afford to move to a less polluted area or spending
money on protective supplies. Stakeholder groups have advanced technologies on new air
monitoring devices. Schools have then implemented these air monitoring technologies to
track the air quality of schools because of the high children asthma hospitalization rate
Imperial County is infamous for. This, in turn, is an effective procedure that adults are
taking to protect the kids of Imperial County who are extremely susceptible to asthma by
methodically canceling outdoor recesses and implementing indoor recreational activities.
“For the current project, Imperial County community participants from 11 neighborhoods
collected data to inform the placement of 40 low-cost, portable air monitors.” (National
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, 2020) By using this tactic, stakeholder groups

are strategically reforming the care and attention kids need when they are not at home by
keeping them physically active in a safer way.
A well-known big stakeholder group called the Imperial County Public Health Department
(I.C.P.H.D.) has an organized website that distributes information on procedural actions

people can take in cases of emergencies and natural disasters. For example, they have a

subsection labeled ‘Earthquake Preparedness’ under the 'natural disasters' tab that lists
very on-point and helpful fast facts of what to expect from and after an earthquake.
Additionally, it provides a brief overview of what causes earthquakes Earthquakes also
happen to be a major and frequent natural disaster in Imperial County because of the
connection The Imperial Fault Zone has with the infamous, highly active San Andreas
fault. The 'Earthquake Preparedness' tab also has educational information about
earthquakes that teaches things like the Richter Scale and injuries that are very likely
caused by earthquakes. And last but not least, the I.C.P.H.D. have linked several more

helpful sites like emergency resources checklists and extra preparedness information
from reliable external sources like the American Red Cross. Not only the I.C.P.H.D., but
other stakeholder groups have also created organization based sites to display

information that would prepare its residents for worst-case scenarios. The downside of
stakeholder groups that made sites for these purposes sadly has not yet created Spanish
translations for these sites. Stakeholder groups not implementing this feature impacts the
large Latino community because of the language barrier.

6. ROLE OF MEDIA
AND BIG
ENVIRONMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Search Results: 0
Vincent Carluccio, Christine Shek
The topic of climate change specifically is very rarely mentioned in news articles or media
organizations for this area. It is difficult to obtain information about how it is impacting
this area and how people in the county respond to and feel about it. A quick google search
of “climate change in Imperial County” will result in a few articles coming up, for example.
One that does come up is titled “So why aren’t we talking about climate change?” by the
Imperial Valley Press (Plancarte 2019). Judging simply from the title, you can see that
news reporters can agree with the fact that climate change is rarely talked about. But
what makes this ironic is that the article is behind a paywall, meaning you cannot access
this without paying. This is a problem especially for people who live in the county. Many
people here live in poverty, so the ones who potentially need to read this the most are the
ones who are the least likely to be able to access it. The Imperial Valley Press, however,
seems to be the news organization that has the most articles written on the topic of
climate change surrounding this community, so it is unfair to discount its efforts just
because of the business model this company runs on.

The lack of articles and reports on the direct effects of climate change specifically is what
the problem is, not a problem of reports of environmental problems as a whole. In fact
there are countless articles that detail the environmental issues that occur in this county,
it’s just that most of them are targeted towards air or water pollution. The news
organization Desert Sun, for example, has written many news articles ranging from air
pollution, tuberculosis, problems regarding the Salton Sea, and much more. Doing a simple
search on their website of “Imperial County air pollution” will result in pages of articles
tackling this topic while also incorporating more environmental issues than just air
pollution (Desert Sun n.d.). On the other hand, searching up “Imperial County climate
change” will yield almost no result for this issue specifically, even if some articles about
climate change not in Imperial County will appear (Desert Sun n.d.). Additionally, upon
searching either of these up topics one will find that the issue of COVID-19 is also
extremely prevalent.
The Wikipedia page for this county is interesting. While it not only fails to mention the
effects of climate change in the community, it also fails to mention the potent air pollution
that runs in the county, or any other environmental issues this place suffers from. This is
odd, especially when you consider how, “Asthma rates in Imperial County are up to three
times the national average, as the county has some of the most polluted air in California”
(Forster 2020). It seems like this would be something that is important to know about the
county, yet the only mention of climate change-related effects seem to only be in the
history section where it talks about drought and floods, two things that would not be as
exacerbated today because climate change was so much less prevalent back then.

7. RECOMMENDED
LOCAL ACTIONS
Local Actions
William Bai
In Imperial County, there is ozone pollution, shrinking bodies of water, high temperatures,
and agriculture burning. A major factor is pollution is car’s exhaust fumes. The solution
would be to use less cars to go to work, school, or to run errands. Instead, the Imperial
County should make public transportation more accessible. If there are more buses going
around the county, then many people would choose to use public transportation rather
than cars to get around. This would be a very good solution, because buses would pollute a
lot less than cars. Another problem that Imperial County faces are shrinking bodies of
water. The Salton sea is located in Imperial Valley, and it has been reported that it is
shrinking. A reason that it is shrinking is that the drought in California is causing that. The
way we should deal with the drought is by conserving water. That means to not let the tap
run when you are not using it, and take shorter showers advised by the Ready government
website “Take short showers instead of baths. Turn on the water only to get wet and
lather and then again to rinse off”. If we can do that, then when the rain seasons come, it
would fill the lake again. As for the high temperatures, the goal is to reduce the heat
trapping Co2 levels. To do that according to Intelligencer, they say “Atop its agenda is a
proposal to plant 450,000 new trees. Tree coverage is at its worst downtown, where
vegetation covers about 8 percent of the area, and temperatures can be up to 20 degrees
hotter than nearby suburbs and countryside.” That means that in order to decrease the

temperature, we should plant more trees, because the trees provide shade, which can
really help cooling. Also, the leaves and branches should also make wind, which can
decrease the temperature. Lastly, agriculture burning is also affecting the environment in
Imperial County. Some local action we should take is introducing no- burn methods that
can lower emissions when farmers grow their crops. This new method should lower
emissions, but at the same time, would still provide economic and social benefits to
farmers. After the new method is introduced, we would also discourage the farmers from
using the old way of agricultural burning because it is harmful to the environment.

FIGURE 17: Not only is the Imperial Counties Transportation Commission providing
free bus rides during covid-19 pandemic, they are also establishing and working on their
Climate Action Plan. The strategy encompasses the basic principle- reducing
greenhouse emissions. As drafting of a final proposal continues, ICTC is working to help
reduce emissions. “... Goals such as lowering energy costs, reducing air pollution,
supporting local economic development, and improving public health and quality of life”
are all a part of ICTC’s plan. (Screenshot by Lauren Infantino. November 21, 2020.
http://www.imperialctc.org/regional-climate-action-plan/)

FIGURE 18: Planting more trees would help the environment by removing Co2, absorb
air pollution and provide shade and wind to lower the average temperature. (Screenshot
by William Bai. November 21, 2020)
https://medialibrary.climatecentral.org/resources/the-power-of-trees

8. RECOMMENDED
EXTRA-LOCAL
ACTIONS
Vicious Cycle of Climate Change
Claire Liu
While wildfires are natural and healthy for forest ecosystems, California wildfires have
been starting earlier and ending later than previous years. In Imperial county, a small town
called Niland “was nearly wiped out by a wildfire” and “about a tenth of the town — were
burned down or badly damaged” (Bell, 2020). They are getting increasingly worse each
year. A large catalyst for these devastating fires is climate change. Global warming causes
these wildfires to last longer than normal, and wildfires increase global warming. It is a
vicious cycle that can only be broken if we lessen the use of fossil fuels since they are a
major contributor to global warming. To combat climate change issues, the Clean Power
Plan implemented in 2015 aimed to reduce carbon emissions by switching to renewable
energy sources instead of using fossil fuels. However, due to political reasons, the plan
was repealed and replaced with a weaker substitute by the Trump administration in 2017
(Nuccitelli, 2019). If the US could pass another plan similar to the one in 2015, it would
help Imperial county and any other state that is affected by deadly wildfires. If the US built
more solar and wind plants, it would be beneficial to everyone since they do not emit
greenhouse gases and the energy is renewable. Also, building more lithium ion batteries to
store solar power will make that power source more reliable since it saves it for future

use. Fossil fuels are finite and harmful to the environment, so switching to renewable
energy sources and making that the “new normal” would be beneficial to everyone.
An increased wildfire season hurts public health as well since wildfires can be deadly.
Almost 3 million Californians live in areas described as “very high fire hazard severity
zones” (Barclay, 2019). People are forced to evacuate their homes, and many of them end
up getting displaced each year. Local governments need to inform and discuss with
citizens a plan of action in case of a dangerous wildfire. Many communities are neglected
and left with insufficient resources (Plastrik, 2019). They are the ones that need to be
educated about climate change so that they can engage in civil discourse and promote
plans for potential disasters. If a wildfire ends up forcing residents to evacuate their
homes, the government needs to also make essential services readily available. Natural
disasters have been proven to affect communities of color more than affluent, white
communities. Hurricane Katrina is an example; some areas are still struggling to recover
from the 2015 disaster. A study found that “communities that are mostly nonwhite are
50% more vulnerable to wildfire” (Loomis, 2018). These communities usually lack
resources to recuperate, so the government needs to help them in the process. Providing
enough food, water, and shelter to those in need is necessary. In order to lessen the future
impact of deadly wildfires, the California state government can also establish zones where
new construction in high fire hazard areas are not allowed. New construction in these
areas just provides more fuel for the fire, and it also puts a strain on local firefighters
(Barclay, 2019).
By passing laws to help slow down climate change, we can not only decrease our
vulnerability to forest fires, but we can lower health problems, shorten drought seasons,
reduce the severity of heat waves, etc.

9. RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH

We Need More2
In Imperial County, there is a lack of information on the connection between climate
change and the cause of pollution. There is also a lack of information on how people have
to change the way they live in order to adapt to the dangers of climate change. Climate
change commonly comes in the form of extreme weather events (National Climate
Assessment). Because Imperial County has a hot, arid climate, it's most common to get
heat waves and wildfires caused by climate change. Unfortunately, it's difficult to predict
when these events occur without some kind of Climatology to help predict future extreme
weather events that may cause health problems and disasters. Wildfires are rare in
comparison to heatwaves in Imperial County and there is some danger to them. They can
cause heat stroke and respiratory problems, but one thing many people miss is that heat
can intensify the effects of air pollution to a point that's life threatening. To help reduce
the risk of heat stroke, asthma attacks, etc. caused by heat waves, research concerning the
intensity of heatwaves and how it increases the risk of health problems would be greatly
needed. With this kind of information, a system can be designed specifically for Imperial
County to mark the Intensity of a heatwave combined with air pollution and the risk of
having health problems caused by it. To design a system like this, you need to test or
observe how heat waves combined with air pollution affects the way people live and their

2

Author(s) asked their name to be redacted.

health. The degree of change in a person’s life helps characterize the effect that climate
change has on a person. In this case, it would be most helpful to observe people like
Highschool students in sports because of the amount of activity required to practice. Also,
firefighters would be helpful to watch considering they run into wildfires more often than
a regular person. Interviewing these people would also be helpful for research. Questions
like “what do you do in order to avoid health problems with heat waves and pollution”
would help characterize how threatening climate change is. Another option is to create
focus groups in order to have a group of people experiencing the problems in Imperial
county specifically to help with research. All together, this research will help find the
correlation between air pollution and climate change. The reason this is important is
because the effect of intense heat on a polluted area, such as Imperial County, will worsen
the effect of air pollution on someone’s health. Several institutions dedicated to helping
communities like Imperial County from suffering from these problems would find this
information useful. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has already done some things
to improve life around Imperial County, however it's not the best it can be. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency can use the research from this case study to get more
information so they can better help Imperial county.

10. INJUSTICE
ANALYSIS
Coughing for Life
Kirsten Mae Antonio, Max Wilson
Imperial County’s climate change is mostly involved in the amount of greenhouse gases
(GHG) the county is producing. Thus, air pollution is the main situation being caused by
climate change. Most of the population are recruited to do agricultural work that forces
them to be outside for hours. With a 150.9 contaminant score difference from the best
race, and Imperial County overall having an air toxics respiratory hazard index at the 96th
percentile of the state (EPA n.d.). All of the agricultural workers can’t afford to care about
this data because they need to keep their job in order to provide for their families. This
type of economic injustice is extremely common, and unfortunately it leads to racial
injustice, too. Much of the disparity in Imperial County is due to the language barriers of
the overwhelming 81.4% Latino population in the county (“County Overview,” 2017). I
thought language barriers wouldn’t make that much of a difference especially because
there are many translators out there, but apparently in this county, it does affect if one
can get a higher paying job or not.
The adults aren’t the only ones being affected by the air quality in Imperial County; there’s
intergenerational injustice in Imperial County and children get highly affected even right
at birth. This county “has one of California’s highest rates of childhood asthma
hospitalization” and “the prevalence of asthma is 15.1 percent, higher than the state

average” (Aguilera, 2019). Nicklen also said that “the valley has one of the highest rates of
asthma hospitalizations for school aged children and has exceeded the state standard for
airborne particulate matter (PM) for decades” (Nicklen, 2016). This one example of
reproductive injustice already shows how Imperial County doesn’t do enough to influence
healthy and clean safety measures for their community. Young children that got
hospitalized for asthma probably didn’t know anything about the air quality and how their
body stopped responding to their environment. Nor do the parents of these children know
what to do besides moving communities or forcing them to stay inside, but both options
are easier said than done.
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